This paper reconsiders RV 10.129 in order to explore its meaning and the more general functions of riddle hymns and other enigmas in the Veda. Its starting point is the unresolved question that concludes the hymn. This question calls into doubt the possibility of any cosmogonic narrative, including the narrative that the hymn itself has just offered. The lack of resolution within the hymn causes the audience of RV 10.129 to reflect. But in doing so, that audience is actually recovering the power of creation, for the hymn identifies thinking as the original creative activity. Thus, the solution to the hymn and to the question of the origin of things rests both in what the poem says and, even more, in the response it evokes from its audience. Some things my treatise will hint; on some it will linger; some it will merely mention.
Maurer provides, and therefore I cite previous literature only when it is directly relevant to the interpretation offered here. But one study is basic to any discussion of the hymn and therefore deserves particular mention: K. For a hymn that is generally classified as a cosmogony, RV 10.129 is remarkably contrary.6 In a sense, it is really an anticosmogony, for the hymn itself rules out the possibility of constructing a final description of the origins of the world. That is, after having presumably described these origins, the last two verses ask whether anyone truly does know how the world arose. The gods don't-they originated after the creation of the world (according to vs. 6)-and according to vs. 7, even the world's "overseer in the highest heaven" might not know. It is this character of the hymn that subverts many of the previous attempts to understand it, for interpreters have tried to do what the hymn explicitly says cannot be done. In one way or another, they have attempted to make it into a cosmogony, despite the hymn's direct denial that the origin can be described.
The formal features of the last verse function to underscore the hymn's lack of resolution. Line 7b, yddi va dadhe yddi vd nd, has only nine syllables, two syllables shy of the normal eleven-syllable line. Consider the effect of this shortening. Except for some metrical hiccups in lines 3b and 6b, the hymn has been rolling along with regular tristubh after regular tristubh. Then, at almost the end, 7b begins with a proper opening of five syllables, continues with a regular break of two syllables, but then concludes with a cadence that ends abruptly after two syllables rather than the normal four. The line stops short, as if the poet had suddenly stepped on his own metrical shoe-laces. The rhythmic incompleteness of the line stands out particularly strongly because it could so easily be corrected. We can have the expected eleven-syllable line by supplying a second dadhe',7 a word that must be assumed in the translation anyway. It is like hearing the beat of "shave and a haircut," to which we naturally, even urgently, want to add "two bits." Whether created by accident or intention,8 this metrically unresolved cadence is a verbal image of the unresolved cosmogony. Moreover, the metrically incomplete line anticipates the hymn's syntactically incomplete conclusion, 7d s6 ahgd veda yddi vi 6 This study will examine each verse of the hymn in detail; a translation accompanies the Sanskrit in each case.
7That is, read yddi vd dadhe yddi vd nd *dadhe. Note that the second dadhe "it was produced" must be assumed in the translation: "if it was produced or if (it was) not (produced Finally, note that the last verse echoes the opening of the hymn. The word vybman "highest heaven" is repeated in the last verse for only the first time since it appeared in the opening verse, and the final nd veda "he does not know" recalls the opening nasad dstt. Such recursive composition, in which the beginning is repeated at the end, is common in Indo-Iranian and Indo-European poetry.10 It normally functions to define and to close a unit of discourse by marking its beginning and end. In this case, however, the ring has the effect not of bringing the hymn to closure, but rather of suggesting that there has been no real solution to the questions posed at the beginning. The semantics of the repeated elements point to this lack of resolution: vyoman describes a realm outside of human experience and "there was not" concludes in "he knows not." Uncertainties at the beginning become uncertainties at the end.
If there is no resolution, if finally the hymn leaves its auditors without a description of the origin of things, then why was the hymn composed in the first place? To address this problem, we have to return to the beginning of the hymn and to look carefully at its narrative movement, for, I suggest, the poem's meaning is to be found more in the path it follows than the place it arrives.
9 The link between lines b and d is initially created by their structural similarity. Both place the verb in the center of the line and begin the break and cadence with yddi va nd. These echoes draw attention to their connection and thereby accent their common feature, namely, their incompleteness. The narrative begins "at that time" (tadnitm) when none of the divisions that characterize the world existed. What there was cannot be described as either dsat "nonexistent" nor as sat "existent." In many translations, dsat and sat are taken as abstract nouns: "non-being" and "being" or "non-existence" and "existence."" But formally and firstly they are adjectival, and without any contrary signal in the text or the context, that is how the hymn's earliest audience would likely have understood them.'2 Indeed, this is the interpretation of the oldest commentary on this hymn, SB 10.5.3.1: neva vd iddm dgre 'sad asln neva sad asit "In the beginning, this (world) was in no way non-existent, and it was in no way existent."'3 The brahmana supplies a subject for the adjectives "existent" and "non-existent," namely, iddm "this (world)."'4 Unlike the brahmana, however, the hymn leaves the subject unstated. Rather, it allows its audience to imagine a thing which neither exists nor does not exist. 11 E.g., H. Oldenberg, Rgveda: Textkritische und exegetische Noten, Abh. der koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, n.f., 11.5, 13.3 (Berlin, 1909-12), ad loc. The two words are substantives in ChU 6.2.1-2, but by the time of the Chdndogya, the religious and literary contexts had changed and these terms had begun to develop a technical and abstract meaning.
12 See especially Maurer, "Reexamination," 221f. n. 12, who makes the same point.
13 I understand neva to be a strong rather than a qualified negative; cf. J. P. Brereton, "The Particle iva," JAOS 102 (1982): 443-50. The point the brahmana makes is that what is at the beginning certainly cannot be described as existing, for there is no object, and it certainly cannot be described as not existing, because then nothing would come to be. 14 This word is likely drawn from the phrase sadrvam ... iddm in line 3b. This interpretation still leaves undecided how "this world" can be understood as neither existent nor non-existent. The brahmana's answer to this question, discussed below, is critical to the interpretation of the hymn. 18 Note that the parallelism of these two verses explains why vs. 1 speaks of space and heaven rather than earth and heaven. The sun occupies the heaven, and space is the place of the moon. The author of Genesis 1:1-2:4a follows a similar literary strategy. On the first day of creation, God brings forth light and on the fourth day, the objects that create light: the sun, moon, and stars. On the second day, God makes the sky and seas, and on the fifth, the birds and fish that inhabit them. Finally, on the third day, God makes land, and on the sixth, the plants, land animals, and humans. In this case too, then, the text refers to the broad category (light, air and water, land) and then to its specific, concrete realizations or inhabitants (luminaries, birds and fish, land Like the first lines of vss. 1 and 2, line 3a ends with an indicator of time (here dgre "in the beginning") that once again places the verse back at the origins. In the opening two lines of vs. 3, however, there are subtle indications of movement, even though it is movement within a framework that remains essentially static. So, as vs. 1 begins nasad asit "the non-existent did not exist" and vs. 2 nd mrtyur asit "death did not exist," this verse begins tdma dsit "darkness existed." The absence of the negative nd is an indication of a change, although this change still leaves the hymn's audience very much "in the dark." Or again, in line b apraketdm "signless" recovers na'... praketd'h "no sign" in 2b, but it also marks a shift from a state in which there is "no sign" to one in which there is a "signless" something. Finally, salild, the ocean, which the verse says did exist (ah), recalls the water (dmbhah) that ld suggests might have existed.25 A further formal feature that indexes a significant shift is the repetition of asit and ah "existed" in lines ab and c. In vs. 3, unlike vss. 1 and 2, the verb as "exist" never occurs with a negating nd.
The formal variations and repetitions in 3ab thus imply a development, but it is a modest change, and its limited extent is reflected in the content of the verse. Line a offers the image of a form without substance: there is a "darkness, hidden by darkness" (tdmah ... tdmasa gilhdm), a core of darkness is surrounded by a covering of darkness. Line b presents an image of substance without form: there is an ocean, but it is "signless," one with no describable shape. A real manifestation of both form and substance, or "name and form" to use later terminology, remains incomplete.
Just as in vs. 2c, where indefinite and negative descriptions are interrupted by the appearance of the One, so in 3c there appears something called an abht, a term that, like the object it describes, is resolutely indeterminate. The semantic and grammatical functions of the word are unclear-it has been translated as an adjective,26 as an abstract noun,27 or as a concrete noun28-but more significantly, it has two possible derivations. It could be from a (privative) + bhi and thereby describe something "not become," or it could be related to a + bhu "come into being." Thus, the word could imply non-existence, or it could imply just the opposite, a coming into existence.
The context surely favors the more usual derivation from a + bha "come into being." In 2c, the One suddenly emerged, and therefore we would expect there to be a something at the corresponding position in 3c.29 On the other hand, in vs. 3 the dbhu is described as concealed in emptiness, just as darkness is hidden in darkness in line a. As the core and the covering in line a are both forms of darkness, so those hearing the hymn could have imagined the core and covering in line c to be forms of emptiness. For this interpretation, a meaning "empty" for abht would be more appropriate.30 Thus the possibilities for interpreting dbht as something "coming into being" and as something "empty" make this a word which embodies the ambiguous situation the verse describes, a state hovering between non-existence and existence.
This core and covering, described in 3a and 3c, further recall another image in Ic. There the poet asks "in whose protection" lies the unidentified subject. Here again, the image is of something surrounding or covering something else.31 Over these first three verses, then, the hymn creates a trajectory in which the shape of core and a cover is first raised as a possibility (in Ic), then described paradoxically as a form whose outer and inner cannot be distinguished (in 3a, "darkness hidden by darkness") and finally presented ambiguously as a form whose cover is imperceptible but whose core may carry the potential for existence (in 3c). As Thieme has rightly pointed out, this shape of core and cover describes the form of an egg.32 To take stock for a moment, up to this point there is still nothing, or at least nothing much, that has actually happened. All three verses are still located "at that time," "then," and "in the beginning." The most conspicuous development is in the minds of the audience. An unidentified subject has been introduced in vs. 1, then it has taken conceptual shape as the "One" in vs. 2, and finally, in vs. 3, the One has assumed a form: it has become egg-like. Now, by its very nature, an egg carries with it the promise of further change, and this transformation occurs in 3d. Since the One had the form of an egg, it is natural that the power which caused it to be born, or hatched, was heat. This development occurs in vs. 4, although, as usual, it appears implicitly rather than overtly: 32 Gedichte, 67, n. 2. A "cosmic egg" appears as the source of the world in later cosmogonies: cf. ChU 3.19.1, which appears to be in part, at least, a reworking of RV 10.129. Here the world begins in non-being (or in the non-existent) and eventually evolves into an egg, which splits into silver and gold halves. The image of the cosmic egg was probably already known in the RV Cf. 10.121.1, where the world begins in a "golden embryo" (hiranyagarbha), and 10.82.5f. a genitive "of thought" with retah "semen," which leaves uncertain whether desire comes from thought or thought from desire.33 That is, is desire the "semen of thought" because it is emitted by thought or because it gives birth to thought? But in any case, this interpretation of the syntax is likely wrong. Although the construction crosses pada boundaries, it is more in accordance with Rgvedic diction to construe mdnasah as an ablative with ddhi and to translate "(desire developed) from thought." A parallel expression mdnasd 'dhi occurs in RV 7.33.1 lab: utasi ... urvdsya brahman mdnaso 'dhi jdtdh "And you, brahman, are born from the thought of Urvagi." In this interpretation of the syntax, then, 10.129.4 states clearly that thought emitted desire.34 By concretizing desire as semen, the poem implies that desire is then the origin of all living beings and, by extension, of the world in general. Analogously, in Isa Upanisad 8a, "semen" is likewise a figure for the origin of the world: sd pdryagac chukrdm akaydm avrandm "[The self of the knowing one] has come to the semen, that is without body and without injury."35 This introduction of desire and thought in 4ab appears abrupt. Before, the poem offered the "One" followed by "heat"; now, suddenly, it presents thought followed by desire. A listener's natural strategy would be to look for some kind of connection between the two sets of terms. One such connection is close at hand: there is an obvious link between the second terms of each set, namely, heat and desire. In an Atharvavedic hymn, the poet seeks to "kindle" love in another person: ydam devah smdram dsiicann, apsv antdh sosutcdnam sahddhya, tdm te tapdmi vd runasya dhdrmana "The burning love which the gods have poured within the waters, together with (your) attention ( 36 Fire is concealed in water (so the RV calls Agni apam ndpat, "the child of the waters," in 1.122.4, 6.13.3, 7.34.15, 10.30.14, etc.); therefore, "burning love" is also hidden in waters. An "institute of Varuna" is an unbreakable command. sired something and then heated himself, is a frequently repeated narrative opening.37
If desire corresponds to heat, then the One that precedes heat ought to correspond to the thought that precedes desire. And so it does, for thought is the "One." It is the hidden subject that dominates the first three verses. Thought is that which the first verse describes as neither non-existent nor existent: it is not "existent" because it is not a perceptible object, and it is not "non-existent" because it is not absolutely nothing. This explanation is not a new one; in fact, it is probably the oldest interpretation of this verse. After quoting the opening of the hymn, SB 10.5.3.2 simply and correctly says: neva hi sdn mdno nevasat "for thought is in no way existent, (and) in no way is it non-existent." Commenting on this passage, Sayana very reasonably explains: manah sadrupam na bhavati ghatddivad rupidimattvdbhavad asac ca na bhavati pratiyamdnatvdt "Thought does not have the character of existing because there is nothing of it that has form or other characteristics like a pot or other object, nor is it not existing because it is capable of being recognized." It is this same "thought" that takes form first as a "One" in vs. 2 and now in vs. 4 appears in full view.38
The syntactic strategy of 4ab lends particular drama to the revelation of thought as the One. The main clause (underscored below) ends with the phrase ddhi mdnasah "from thought" and is then followed by the subordinate clause "which existed as the primal semen": kamas tad dgre sdm avartatddhi I mdnaso retah prathamdm ydd asit. As noted above, ddhi mdnasah crosses the boundary between lines a and b. This is an unexpected and notable shift. Up to this point, and throughout the rest of the hymn, syntactic units follow metrical units in regular and unrelenting order. But here, by extending beyond the metrical division, the main clause breaks that structure. This enjambement creates a focus on the transgressive mdnasah and marks it as the key word in the hymn and, indeed, the hymn's hidden subject. Further, because it breaks the hymn's established formal and syntactic structure, the construction becomes an icon of the dramatic emergence of thought, whose unambiguous appearance ruptures the ontic and conceptual indistinctness main- The discovery that thought is the first creative activity is confirmed in the remainder of vs. 4. There the hymn says that it was through "inspired thinking"40 that poets understood the bond between non-existent and existent. It is not difficult to understand why the poets found the connection by means of manisa "inspired thinking." Since thought occupies a state between non-existent and existent, it conjoins them. Since the poets' "inspired thinking" is the epitome of thought, they possess the connection between existent and non-existent. Thus, according to the hymn, the ancient poets uncovered the fundamental principle both in what they think and in the fact that they think.
As this reference to the poet's inspired thinking attests, the emphasis on thought ties the hymn to the hautra tradition and to the Vedic priesthood more generally. thinking fashioned the two bay horses, yoked to speech, for Indra, they attained the sacrifice through their ritual labors." Cf. RV 9.68.5a, which is addressed to Soma, who also has the functions of a divine priest: sdm ddksena mdnasd jayate kavir "He is born as a poet with skill and thinking"; and also RV 5.42.4, in which the poet asks that Indra, by the god's own thinking, grant him cows, patrons, well-being, divine favor, and "the holy composition that is placed among the gods" (brdhmand devdhitam ydd dsti). accomplishment in thought and speech, the greater the priest. Toward the conclusion of the hymn, the poet refers to priestly competition45 and the necessity of quick thinking and clever composition to win: hrda taste.su manaso javesu, ydd brahmanah samydjante sdkhdyah, dtraha tvam vi jahur vedyabhir, ohabrahmdno vi caranty u tve "When the priestly composers, although companions, ritually contest one another in their swift (creations) of thought, which are fashioned in the heart, then they leave behind the one, in accordance with their aspirations, and (those) others pull ahead by means of their compositions of praise" (vs. 8). Thus, by presenting thought as the ultimate creative activity, RV 10.129 reflects the reality of the priestly poets, who live through thought, and it elevates their power to create poetry over all other powers.
One final note before we move on. RV 4.5.6, quoted above, is particularly interesting because it characterizes the poet's knowledge as "deep," gabhird. This is a fairly common description of the poet's thought or words. The Asvins are addressed as kdvi gdmbhiracetasd "poets of deep thought" in 8.8.2d. Likewise 5.85.1ab speaks of a composition (brdhman) that is "lofty and deep" (brhadt . . evident in the retodhdh "placers of semen," which are male forms or principles,47 and the mahimanah "powers," or more literally "greatnesses," which suggest pregnancies.48 The second pair in 5d is more obscure, but because of the obvious sexual reference of the first pair, it surely also represents a sexual complementarity. The arrangement of terms in 5cd is probably chiasmic, so that in d the first term, svadha "inherent force," represents a female principle and the second, prdyati "offering,"49 a male principle.50 The implication is that once these productive pairs are established, then they will give rise to the multiplicity of the created world. Notice further that the crucial terms in c and d derive from previous verses. The retodhdh recalls the retah, the semen which is desire in 4b, and the mahimdnah recover the mahimdn, the "power" of heat in 3d. The svadhd reaches back to 2c and the "inherent force" of thought, and prdyatih is a verbal echo of par6 ydt "which is beyond" at the end of lb, again describing thought.51 The succession of the four terms in vs. 5 thus creates a regressive, ordered sequence of references to vs. 4, then vs. 3, vs. 2, and vs. 1. This structure is an icon of the poem's meaning: it suggests that multiplicity ultimately derives from the fundamental principle of thought and the first manifestation of thought, namely, desire. Thus, even while vs. 5 moves the imagery of the hymn forward toward multiplicity and manifestation, its rhetorical strategy These connections reflect another basic function of the hymn. In his study, "Edification by Puzzlement," James Fernandez67 argues that riddles are essentially analogies, and like all analogies, they have "the capacity to establish or suggest connections between experiences within domains and between domains" (p. 49). As such, riddles are cognitively integrating or, in his terms "edifying," for they suggest "a larger integration of things, a larger whole" (p. 50). Like other Vedic enigmas, this hymn has a purpose very like the one Fernandez describes. Thought is the principal metaphor, but through its associations with other forms of creativity, the hymn finally embraces all kinds of birth and therefore the entire living world. The result is a similar sense of the whole, a sense that all forms of production and reproduction and all beings find a point of intersection in the process of thinking.
Fernandez further argues that puzzles may be edifying in a second sense. The orderliness of one domain can structure other more chaotic domains with which it becomes linked. In 10.129, the hymn structures the profusion of creative processes by their symbolic links to thought and speech. The structure of mental life provides the order for all life.
Fernandez' study of riddles also suggests a way of grounding this hymn in a historical context. His work grew out of his research into the Bwiti, a religious movement among the Fang, a people of western equatorial Africa. The sermons of this group are constructed of elaborate riddles that connect the social, economic, and natural spheres. They are "edifying," for they produce a sense of a complete whole and of an ordered whole. The rise of this movement, he says, can be traced to cultural and social pressures, which were created by the colonial situation of western Africa. These pressures led to a sense of fragmentation, and therefore it is one of the acknowledged purposes of the movement to return to the integrated world of the ancestors. As a leader of the movement put it, "the world is one thing, but the witches try to isolate people from each other so they can eat them."68 The sense of the whole and the sense of order created by these sermons function to defeat such evil fragmentation.
RV 10.129 belongs to the late Rgveda, and therefore the social and cultural shifts that mark the middle and late Vedic periods may have already begun.69 Some of these, like the rise of population centers, may have produced significant dislocations and attenuations of previous social bonds. Also, an evolving social stratification may have resulted in an increasing alienation of social groups from one another. Such processes, or others like them, could have led to a comparable sense of fragmentation. This hymn may be an early response to such circumstances and thus may represent an attempt to recover a sense of life as an ordered whole. Ultimately, in a much more systematic manner, the later upanisadic movement and Buddhism addressed similar problems and social realities and followed similar, if more fully realized, methods of solution. 68 Fernandez, "Edification," 51. 
